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SITE & HOUSE PLAN OF HARDATTA CHOU DHARI
AT JIKERI AS DEPICTED IN DANDUA DROH.

A = cara ghar.
B = mandir.
C = alahi ghar
D = Hardatta's sawai ghar
E = Birdatta's sawai ghar
F₁ & F₂ = maral ghar

G = (seven nos) bharabghar.
H = gohali ghar
I = gosāin ghar of Hardatta Choudhari
J = (seven nos) lāgua ghar
K = kitchen.
L = guest house.
A = bat ghar.
B = cava ghar.
C = paka dalan.
D = math.
E = gohali ghar.
F = maral ghar.
G = bat ghar.
H = kheri ghar.
I = bharal ghar.
J = randhani ghar.
K = paka dalan.
L = kheri ghar.
M = lagua ghar.
N = bhamarghan.
1. = BIHU DHAL
2. = DHOL
3. = TAL
4. = KHUTI TAL
(SKETCH OF A MORONG—Reproduced from the book "THE MISHING")
STRUCTURE OF A OJAPALI TROUPE.

STAGE AREA AND STRUCTURE OF BHONA.

STRUCTURE OF A DHULIYA TROUPE.